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The Neurotic Personality Of Our Time 2013-11-05

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Neurotic Personality 2013-11-05

this is volume viii of nineteen in a collection of abnormal and clinical psychology originally published in 1927 this book discusses the idea that to treat the neurotic we must understand him and try to discover why his personality differs from the normal and that we must answer the questions why a patient breaks down at all why one person breaks down in one way and another shows a different group of symptoms and when he has broken down what is likely to happen to him

The Neurotic Personality 1999

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Collected Works of Karen Horney: The neurotic personality of our time.
New ways in psychoanalysis.
Our inner conflicts 1963

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company topics range from the neurotic need for affection to guilt feelings and the quest for power prestige and possession

The neurotic personality 1999
this book provides a thorough and documented overview of the link between neuroticism and maladaptive consequences in the domain of physical and mental well being the literature on this topic is wide and scattered among different domains research on stress and emotion personality health psychology behavioural medicine etc and this book does a good job in integrating these research areas along the common topic of what can indeed be considered the personality trait that has the most pervasive link with these outcomes

**The neurotic personality of our time. New ways in psychoanalysis. Our inner conflicts 1963**

Our Inner Conflicts 2013-09-13

recoge 1 science and personality 2 the dimensional approach 3 the neurotic dimension operational definition 4 the neurotic dimension objective measurement 5 heredity and environment 6 the psychotic dimension 7 applications of dimensional analysis 8 the organization of personality

**The Neurotic Personality of Our Time 1999**

karen honery s psychoanalytic social theory is built on the assumption cultural and social conditions especially experiences during childhood play a large role in the determination of personality people whose needs for affection and love do not meet satisfaction during the childhood stage of life develop basic hostility toward their parents resulting in basic anxiety honery theorizes people adopt one of three fundamental styles in relating to others in combating basic anxiety including moving toward moving against or moving away from people neurotics are compelled to rigidly rely on only one style in comparison to normal people who can make use of either of the three modes in relating to others the compulsive behavior of neurotics generates intrapsychic conflict taking the form of either self hatred or an idealized self image the expression of idealized self image is through neurotic pride neurotic claims or neurotic search for glory the expression of self hatred is through alienation from self or self contempt many of the ideas of honery s writings apply to normal individuals although mostly concerns itself with the neurotic personality this description of honery s theory and of the woman behind the theory discusses her ideas on psychotherapy examines her views on feminine psychology and compares her ideas to those of freud honery s views on personality reflect her life experience the insights of honery derive from her effort to relieve personal pain along with the pain of her patients the insights of honery may have been less profound had her suffering been less intense the life of karen honery is that of a somewhat troubled woman

**The Meaning and Measurement of Neuroticism and Anxiety 1961**
this masterful new book presents for the first time an approach to psychotherapy based on shapiro's classic neurotic styles. a series of eloquent chapters illustrated with clinical vignettes bring to bear his brilliant ideas about character development on the actual conduct of psychotherapy. this long awaited volume richly fulfills its promise. few writers on the psychotherapy scene have as interesting or as important things to say. this beautifully written book is fresh, insightful, and wise. paul wachtel, ph.d.

Neurosis in Society 1983

one of the most original psychoanalysts after freud, karen horney pioneered such now familiar concepts as alienation, self-realization, and the idealized image. and she brought to psychoanalysis a new understanding of the importance of culture and environment. karen horney was born in hamburg, germany in 1885 and studied at the university of berlin receiving her medical degree in 1913. from 1914 to 1918, she studied psychiatry at berlin lankwitz, germany, and from 1918 to 1932 taught at the berlin psychoanalytic institute. she participated in many international congresses among them the historic discussion of lay analysis chaired by sigmund freud. dr. horney came to the united states in 1932 and for two years was associate director of the psychoanalytic institute, chicago. in 1934, she came to new york and was a member of the teaching staff of the new york psychoanalytic institute. until 1941, when she became one of the founders of the association for the advancement of psychoanalysis and the american institute for psychoanalysis in neurosis and human growth. dr. horney discusses the neurotic process as a special form of the human development. the antithesis of healthy growth, she unfolds the different stages of this situation, describing neurotic claims, the tyranny or inner dictates, and the neurotic's solutions for relieving the tensions of conflict in such emotional attitudes as domination, self-effacement, dependency, or resignation. throughout, she outlines with penetrating insight the forces that work for and against the person's realization of his or her potentialities. this 40th anniversary edition includes a new preface by stephanie steinfeld, ph.d. and jeffrey rubin, m.d., of the american institute for psychoanalysis.

Neuroticism 2011

first published in 1999, psychoanalysis first developed as a method of therapy in the strict medical sense. freud had discovered that certain circumscribed disorders that have no discernible organic basis, such as hysterical convulsions, phobias, depressions, drug addictions, functional stomach upsets, can be cured by uncovering the unconscious factors that underlie them. in the course of time, disturbances of this kind were summarily called neurotic. therefore, humility as well as hope is required in any discussion of the possibility of psychoanalytic self-examination. it is the object of this book to raise this question seriously, with all due consideration for the difficulties involved.

???????????????? 2020-05-25

tavistock press was established as a co-operative venture between the tavistock institute and routledge kegan paul rkp in the 1950s to produce a series of major contributions across the social sciences. this volume is part of a 2001 reissue of a selection of those important works which have since gone out of print or are difficult to locate. published by routledge, 112 volumes in total are being
brought together under the name the international behavioural and social sciences library classics from the tavistock press reproduced here in facsimile this volume was originally published in 1960 and is available individually the collection is also available in a number of themed mini sets of between 5 and 13 volumes or as a complete collection

**The Scientific Study of Personality 1952**

In neurosis and human growth Dr Horney discusses the neurotic process as a special form of the human development the antithesis of healthy growth she unfolds the different stages of this situation describing neurotic claims the tyranny or inner dictates and the neurotic’s solutions for relieving the tensions of conflict in such emotional attitudes as domination self effacement dependency or resignation throughout she outlines with penetrating insight the forces that work for and against the person’s realization of his or her potentialities first published in 1950 Routledge is an imprint of Taylor Francis an Informa company

**Karen Horney 2015-04-26**

First published in 1999 this is volume xxi of thirty eight in the general psychology series written in 1946 this is a collection of Tate lectures bringing together the author’s thirty years study of the neuroses and twenty five years of personal dealing with the victims of neurotic conflict

**???? 1998-06-30**

Generalized anxiety disorder is also known as neurotic anxiety this book focuses on personality characteristics that may generate and maintain anxiety symptoms it bridges the gap between popular psychology titles and graduate level textbooks as it comprehensively presents information with a generous use of easy to understand examples and encouraging dialogue the book presents as a mystery that poses an intriguing question what if anxiety symptoms aren’t merely the effect of some cause but also personality based and purposeful means to achieve goals

**What Makes the Neurotic Personality Behave that Way? 1947**

This book reviews the literature on the big five and physical and mental health focusing on neuroticism as the personality risk factor for stress and impaired health and well being this book also examines biological and psychological mechanisms underlying the toxic effect of neuroticism and possible intervention strategies are discussed moreover whether individuals with neurotic traits are more prone to use information and communication technology are considered as well as the potential to develop addictions to technology in addition Eriksonian identity formation in emerging adulthood is analysed with a special emphasis on how the unique epigenetic struggles of this developmental period may lead to experiences of neuroticism and anxiety moreover numerous researchers suggest the experience of shame is linked to aggressive behaviour in this book prisoner
self narratives are explored to determine whether the presence of shame in their identity influenced their involvement in confrontations whether shaming has something to do with psychiatric health is discussed as well in addition the utility of self determination theory sdt in understanding the experience of shame and the effects of being motivated by shame avoidance is explored key constructs and mechanisms from sdt that explain the adaptive and maladaptive effects of shame experience and shame avoidance on behaviour are also identified and discussed

Psychotherapy Of Neurotic Character 1989-03-09

contains previously unpublished and uncollected works of karen horney

Neurosis and Human Growth 1991-05-07

master s thesis from the year 2016 in the subject psychology social psychology grade a course counseling psychology language english abstract risky sexual behaviour is a common habit among young people in the world and its relation with personality has not been explored exhaustively especially in kenya the purpose of the study was to establish the relationship between personality sub types and involvement in risky sexual behaviour among secondary school students in nyakach sub county kisumu county kenya the study was guided by the following research objectives to establish the relationship between introverted personality subtype and involvement in risky sexual behaviour to find out the relationship between extroversion subtype subtype and involvement in risky sexual behaviour to determine the relationship between the neurotic personality subtype and involvement in risky sexual behaviour and to investigate the relationship between the psychoticism and involvement in risky sexual behavior the study was informed by two theories that is the eysenck s theory of personality and the theory of planned behavior the research design used in this study was the correlational research design the sample size of this study was 46 schools representing 88 of the target population as for the students 390 students were sampled from total target population 15 678 this study used multistage random sampling to select the schools and students quantitative data was collected using eysenck s personality questionnaire epq and risky sexual behaviour questionnaires quantitative data was analyzed using descriptive statistics frequency percentages and mean as well as inferential statistics pearson correlation and multiple regressions the major findings of the study showed relationship between personality sub types and involvement in risky sexual behaviour for introversion r 0 439 extroversion r 0 786 neuroticism r 0 410 and psychoticism r 0 025 multiple regression at r2 0 679 showing that personality subtypes are significant predictors of involvement in risky sexual behaviour at 67 9 reliability of questionnaires was obtained through internal consistency with cronbach s constant at 0 632 the study recommended that the ministry of education should develop working guidelines to educate and mould the students in a way that they reduce their risk of engaging in risky sexual behaviour

Neurotic Styles 1965

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world 
and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and 
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no 
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a 
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc 
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and 
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and 
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Self-Analysis 1999

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a 
free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 
1917 edition excerpt preface after i had made the attempt to investigate in the studie iiber 
minderwertigkeit von organen the structure and tectonic of organs in association with their genetic 
basis their functional capability and destiny i proceeded supporting myself upon already available 
data as well as upon my own experience to apply the same method in the study of psychopathology 
in the book before us are embraced the most important results of my comparative 
individual psychologic studies of the neuroses as was the case in the theory of somatic inferiority an 
empiric basis is made use of in comparative individual psychology for the purpose of establishing a 
active standard of normality in order to enable one to measure and compare with it grades of 
development from it in both of these scientific endeavors the comparative method of study reckons with 
the origin of phenomena dismisses from consideration the present and seeks to outline from them 
the future this method of approach leads us to view the compulsion of evolution and the pathological 
elaboration as the result of a conflict which breaks forth in the organic sphere for the purpose of 
attaining equipoise functional capability and adaptation the same struggle in the psychic sphere is 
under the command of a fictitious idea of personality whose influence dominates the development of 
the neurotic character and symptoms if in the organic sphere the individual develops into a unit 
mass in which all of the individual parts cooperate toward a common goal virchow if the various 
abilities and tendencies of the individual tend toward a purposefully directed unipersonality then we 
may look upon every single manifestation of life as if in its past present and future there are

Delinquent and Neurotic Children 2013-07-04

after i had made the attempt to investigate in the studie iiber minderwertigkeit von organen the 
structure and tectonic of organs in association with their genetic basis their functional capability and 
destiny i proceeded supporting myself upon already available data as well as upon my own 
experience to apply the same method in the study of psychopathology in the book before us are 
embraced the most important results of my comparative individual psychologic studies of the 
neuroses as was the case in the theory of somatic inferiority an empiric basis is made use of in 
comparative individual psychology for the purpose of establishing a fictive standard of normality in 
order to enable one to measure and compare with it grades of deviation from it in both of these 
scientific endeavors the comparative method of study reckons with the origin of phenomena 
dismisses from consideration the present and seeks to outline from them the future this method of 
approach leads us to view the compulsion of evolution and the pathological elaboration as the result 
of a conflict which breaks forth in the organic sphere for the purpose of attaining equipoise functional
capability and adaptation the same struggle in the psychic sphere is under the command of a fictitious idea of personality whose influence dominates the development of the neurotic character and symptoms if in the organic sphere the individual develops into a unit mass in which all of the individual parts co operate toward a common goal virchow if the various abilities and tendencies of the individual tend toward a purposefully directed unit personality then we may look upon every single manifestation of life as if in its past present and future there are contained traces of a dominating guiding idea in this way it has appeared to the author of this book that the most minute trait of psychic life is permeated by a purpose force comparative individualistic psychology sees in every psychic event the impress so to speak or symbol of a uniformly directed plan of life which only comes more clearly to light in the neuroses and psychoses the result of such an investigation of the neurotic character should furnish proof of the value and utility of our method of comparative individualistic psychology in the problems of mental life
Psychology of Neuroticism and Shame 2010

The Unknown Karen Horney 2000-01-01

Personality subtypes and involvement in risky sexual behaviour 2017-01-30

New Ways in Psychoanalysis - Scholar’s Choice Edition 2015-02-15

Understanding Personality 1948

The Neurotic Constitution; Outlines of a Comparative Individualistic Psychology and Psychotherapy 2013-09

The Psychoanalysis of the Total Personality 1970

An Empirical Investigation of the Neurotic Character Constructs of Karen Horney 1977

Wellness Vs. Neurotic Styles 1991-06-01
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